Abstract. The availability of massive amounts of biological data, distributed in various data sources, has prompted the development of a wide range of data analysis tools. However, due to the heterogeneity and complexity of the domain, performing a specific analysis by combining tools is complicated. In this paper, we argue that the software agent metaphor constitutes a flexible approach towards integration of Bioinformatics tools and dynamic composition-execution of data analysis workflows. To substantiate this assertion, a scalable engineering methodology is presented, aiming to address simple as well as complex cases, in which generic Multiagent Systems are described to address different functional scenarios, incorporating agent coordination strategies and semantic domain descriptions. Based on this methodology, test cases are discussed on gene prediction tools to illustrate the applicability of the proposed systems.
Introduction
The massive amounts of biological data, available through diverse distributed data sources, facilitated the development of a wide range of data analysis tools. Despite their beneficial public accessibility, the interpretation of raw sequence data into meaningful knowledge usually comes with unexcelled computational complexities associated with biological simplifications, still too significant to disregard [1] .
From the computational perspective, biological data analysis involves the implementation of algorithmic approaches that handle distributed and usually heterogeneous data, deposited in multi-institutional databases. Technically, the efficiency of these methods is bounded by the lack of standard exchange protocols and controlled vocabularies to describe data structures and semantics [2] .
From the biological point of view, researchers usually perform multiple, combined submissions to a variety of resources, in order to analyze query data [3] . Each tool has its own interface and is characterized by various requirements that may diverse even within the same resource class. Currently, in order to perform an analysis workflow, researchers have to select the appropriate tool(s), and define the succession and data-passing between workflow nodes. This procedure is time-consuming, given that it is usually repeated, and often error-prone, due to the extended parameterizations involved in multiple processing steps.
Being able to co-relate different types of biological data is necessary, in order to increase our understanding on the underlying biological processes [2] . Towards this aim, considering the widespread relevant resources, as well as their incompatibilities in structure and semantics, the need for automated workflow executions, built within a configurable integration framework, is substantial [4] .
In this paper, we assert that the software agent paradigm constitutes a flexible approach towards integration of Bioinformatics tools and automated enactment of data analysis workflows, and we sustain this claim by presenting a scalable engineering methodology of Multiagent Systems, which is applied to address particular integration scenarios. Our approach is based on (a) coordination among agents, following the mediation-wrapper paradigm, (b) ontology-based classifications of tools associated with semantic descriptions, and (c) matchmaking mechanisms.
Agent Technology and Bioinformatics Resources Integration
Software agent technology is a rapidly evolving interdisciplinary field that relies on the concept of active software entities, situated in an environment, in which they are capable of autonomous, reactive and/or proactive, and social behavior (communication with other agents, systems or humans) [5] . Typically, agent-based systems consist of a community of software agents, interacting with each other (either cooperating or antagonizing), formulating this way electronic societies, commonly known as Multiagent Systems [6] . Among various application and research domains [5] , agent technology has also been considered favorable as an integration approach for legacy software systems [7] . In particular, several agent-based approaches have been proposed to address the complexity of biological data and the heterogeneity of bio-resources in general [2] . The software agent metaphor constitutes a beneficial approach for integrating Bioinformatics resources, due to the following reasons:
-Software agents may hide the distribution of biological data and tools, based on appropriate mediation-wrapping mechanisms [8] , [9] . -In order to support data acquisition from heterogenous computational resources, appropriate query mechanisms have to be introduced [10] . In addition, the vast amount of biological data makes data filtering a prerequisite for effective information extraction. Software agents may effectively embody these functionalities [11] , [12] . -Complexities in workflow composition and execution may be encapsulated within tasks delegated to agents and facilitated by agent interactions [13] . -Ontology-based semantic descriptions of Bioinformatics related domains, may be utilized by software agents, offering enriched data handling and reasoning capabilities [12] , [14] , [15] .
Hence, agent technology has been adopted in several research projects for integration of Bioinformatics resources. For example, GeneWeaver works on the idea of integrating genomic databases and data analysis tools via a community of software agents [16] . BioMAS is a Multiagent System for genomic annotation that relies on an information gathering system, modeled as an extended distributed query processing mechanism [17] . In [4] , Bioinformatics tools' integration is addressed by adopting an agent-based middleware, originated by analysis at different abstraction levels. Finally, in [18] , the benefits from adopting agent technology are discussed, in the context of myGrid research project, which aims to help biologists and bioinformaticians to perform workflow-based in silico experiments by automating their management.
In this paper, we focus on Web-based Bioinformatics data analysis tools and present the virtue of applying agent technology to cope with the intrinsic complexity and heterogeneity of the domain, by presenting a scalable engineering methodology, taking into account actual integration scenarios.
Agent-based Mediation for Bioinformatics Tools Integration
In the scope of this work, we categorize Bioinformatics analysis tools into classes, in terms of their functionality. In the following, three Multiagent Systems are presented, each one targeting to a particular integration scenario. Specifically, the first one addresses a horizontal integration scenario (i.e., integration of complementary tools), the second comprises an approach for vertical integration (i.e., integration of tools with similar functionality), and finally, the third combines the aforementioned architectural approaches to address a complex data analysis scenario of both horizontal and vertical integration [19] .
Workflow Formulation and Enactment with Predefined Tools
A rather common scenario for biological data analysis, is the one in which a researcher has to use a predefined set of complementary tools. The tasks incorporated in the pipeline are conditionally executed, according to the previously extracted outcome. Specifically, given a set of tools T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T K }, a workflow W has to be dynamically determined and executed with
where N i denotes the i th workflow node, corresponding to a tool from set T , and
To automatically handle the potential diversities among the successive steps, a rather typical approach is to construct a set of Wrapper Agents [9] , one for each resource, that will hide the heterogeneities among the tools under consideration in a flexible and transparent way [4] , [20] . The definition and coordination of the analysis workflow is based on a Broker Agent [8] , which encapsulates the underlying reasoning required, in a dynamic interaction protocol with the Wrapper Agents [11] . The Broker Agent incorporates filtering and processing mechanisms, applied to the information obtained from each Wrapper Agent [21] . Based on this information, the successive workflow steps are determined. The dynamic localization of the Wrapper Agents, is addressed by a Directory Facilitator that registers their capabilities, in a yellow-page service [7] .
To facilitate data exchange among agents, an application ontology is constructed and incorporated in the agent communication acts, providing a common vocabulary of terms associated with the semantics of the specific agent interactions [22] . Agent messages encoded in such an ontology contain complex information about agent actions or predicates. Specifically, within the content of these messages, information such as the description of the tool to be wrapped, or query parameters, are effectively encapsulated.
To illustrate this scenario, the architecture of the proposed Multiagent System is presented in Fig. 1 . The User Agent initiates an interaction protocol, based on the user request for data analysis, requesting from the Broker Agent to configure and coordinate a relevant workflow [23] . The Broker Agent assesses the user request, encapsulates its parameters in an agent action, according to the application ontology, and delegates to the first Wrapper Agent defined, to submit the request to its corresponding analysis tool. Then, the Wrapper Agent transforms the received request in the proprietary query language of the particular analysis tool, submits it, and sends the results to the Broker Agent. Based on the analysis outcome, the Broker Agent determines whether to continue the workflow, by proceeding with other Wrapper Agents of the suite, or provide the analysis outcome to the user, via the User Agent. In any case, the analysis outcomes are appropriately compiled and provided to the end-user.
Using a fixed set of tools to construct biological workflows, is a rather inadequate approach, considering the variety of the available techniques. A more favorable approach, is to compose workflows of dynamically-defined tools, based on user-defined criteria. To cope with this requirement, an intermediate architecture is proposed, in which the candidate tools are semantically described, enabling efficient matchmaking.
Matchmaking Candidate Tools via Semantic Descriptions
Generally, in an open environment, finding the appropriate agents/services which might have the information or the capabilities an agent/human needs, is referred in the literature as the connection problem [8] . There are three special types of information that have to be taken into account to tackle this problem: capabilities, pre-conditions and preferences [24] . In our problem space, in order to select a tool from a common functional class for participation in a data analysis workflow, a set of criteria have to be defined. The majority of existing Bioinformatics analysis tools are limited by a set of functional constraints and requirements, such as:
-Each tool may perform analysis on species-specific datasets. Hence, the organism(s) of interest together with other input parameters have to be defined in the request. -Restrictions related to the input data and their format may apply. Similarly, the results obtained are encoded in different formatted outputs, e.g., either displayed in Web pages, or delivered to a user-defined e-mail address. -The resulting outcome diverge, even within the same class of tools. For example, some gene prediction tools' outputs include only the identification of the predicted coding regions, while others provide additional information, such as the amino acid sequence of the predicted peptide(s), and/or the type and position of the signal sensors detected. -Most Bioinformatics analysis tools are accessible through HTTP requests on incompatible interfaces, based on particular conventions for structuring and describing concepts.
Considering the aforementioned issues, we propose the construction of a domain ontology to provide the schema for semantic annotation of a potential analysis class, under consideration [12] . Based on this ontology, a Knowledge Base is constructed that enables meta-searches on tools' descriptions via user-defined and implied criteria [25] , [26] . Specifically, let T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T N } be the set of all analysis tools (of the same class) registered with the Knowledge Base. If P r = {P r 1 , P r 2 , . . . , P r M } is the set of user-defined preferences on available analysis options, according to the ontological schema, and C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C N }, P c = {P c 1 , P c 2 , . . . , P c N } are the sets of capabilities and pre-conditions respectively, corresponding to each tool in the Knowledge Base, then the matchmaking process f maps P r to C and P c, such that:
In general, a query in the Knowledge Base is expressed as: where the operator is either or , in the general case (taking into account the priorities of conjunction and disjunction, appropriately) [27] , and Select corresponds to the matchmaking mechanism among the N candidates of set T .
The output of such a query is a set of tools T * ⊆ T , instances of the Knowledge Base, that correspond to the specific user preferences P r.
Comparing to the Multiagent architecture of Fig. 1 , we modified the mediation layer by incorporating the Knowledge Base consisting of the semantic descriptions of tools (based on the domain ontology) and the Knowledge-Base Wrapper Agent (Fig. 2) . Specifically, the role of each module within this mediation layer is the following:
-The Broker Agent controls and coordinates access to data analysis tools upon request of a User Agent. It cooperates with the Knowledge-Base Wrapper Agent to map requests into selection of tools, and compiles the corresponding outcome in a transparent way, provided by the Wrapper Agents. -The Knowledge Base module contains a semantic classification of tools along with their functional descriptions. This approach enables the execution of the matchmaking procedure between user-defined requirements and the functional specification of tools [8] , constituting a meta-search mechanism in the Knowledge Base. Knowledge is retrieved/acquired from/to the Knowledge Base via the Knowledge-Base Wrapper Agent. -The Knowledge-Base Wrapper Agent applies the matching procedure between the analysis parameters and the tools that fulfill the user requirements by accessing the Knowledge Base. For this reason, it translates requests into appropriate Knowledge Base queries, and forwards the list of matching tools (if any) to the Broker Agent. In addition, it registers analysis tools to the Knowledge Base upon request of a Wrapper Agent, via the Broker Agent.
Regarding the annotation of analysis tools, a registration mechanism is applied, according to which each corresponding Wrapper Agent interacts with the Broker Agent to register the tool with the Knowledge Base (e.g., upon an administrator's request or on system start-up) [25] . To illustrate the brokering protocol applied for semantic selection of the appropriate candidate tool(s), an AUML sequence diagram [28] is presented in Fig. 3 .
The Multiagent System architecture presented in this section provides a transparent solution to the problem of selecting the appropriate analysis tool(s) from a set of candidates. Consequently, the intrinsic complexity originated by the pre-conditions and capabilities of each tool are hidden from the end-user. It is noteworthy, that the current architecture may be also utilized for evaluating analysis tools, by extending the behavior of the Broker Agent. Specifically, assuming that a set of tools matches the request criteria, the Broker Agent could retrieve the analysis outcome from all corresponding Wrapper Agents and combine the results obtained in a comparative view.
Based on the modularity and reusability provided by the agent metaphor, the systems described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 may be utilized to construct a generalized Multiagent architecture, aiming to address more complex scenarios, in terms of both horizontal and vertical integration. The proposed architecture is presented in the following.
Coping with Complex Integration Scenarios
In a more generic scenario, several Bioinformatics analysis tools from different categories have to be orchestrated, in order to perform a particular computational analysis. Usually, the tools comprising the workflow nodes are not known a priori. Thus, the appropriate tool from each class has to be selected, according to the analysis's requirements. To support this functional scenario in an automated fashion, we propose a two-level mediation architecture [29] , illustrated in Fig. 4 . Considering the Multiagent architecture presented in section 3.1 as an extendable unit and the one presented in 3.2 as a reusable module, the current architecture enables (1) selection of the appropriate tool from each category and (2) dynamic enactment of the corresponding workflow. This is feasible due to flexibility and scalability offered by the component-based agent paradigm.
The key-module in the current architecture is the Mediator Agent [11] , [24] . In each class of analysis tools, a Broker Agent, a Knowledge Base, a KnowledgeBase Wrapper Agent, and the Wrapper Agents of the corresponding tools are included (following the concepts described in section 3.2). Upon a user request for analysis, the Mediator Agent decomposes the request into sub-queries, according to the available classes, and initiates an interaction protocol by requesting from the Broker Agent, corresponding to the first class determined in the workflow, to match the defined criteria, encapsulated in the sub-query, against the semantic description of its class.
Assume K classes of analysis tools. According to (2), the Broker Agent #i (Fig. 4) applies the following mapping, in order to select the appropriate(s) among the candidate tools of its class:
where f i is the mapping mechanism for class i, P r i are the preferences related to the user request that correspond to class i, and C i , P c i are the capabilities and pre-conditions of tools in class i, respectively, with i ∈ {A, . . . , K}.
In Fig. 5 , the relevant mediator-broker(s) interactions are illustrated (interactions among each class's Broker Agent, the corresponding Knowledge-Base Wrapper Agent, the Knowledge Base and the Wrapper Agents are omitted, since they are similar with the ones presented in Fig. 3 ). Accordingly, this Broker Agent initiates a brokering protocol, like the one described in section 3.2, and provides the analysis results to the Mediator Agent. In the following, the Mediator Agent determines the next node of the workflow by requesting from another class's Broker Agent to apply the analysis required. The procedure is iterated, until the dynamically defined workflow reaches a termination condition.
Thus, a potential analysis workflow W is defined as follows (Fig. 4) :
where Select denotes the matchmaking mechanism, and M , N correspond to the number of candidate tools in classes A, K respectively. The architectures illustrated in Fig. 1, 2 and 4 , indicate that the modularity of the agent approach facilitates a scalable and extendable integrated solution, to address both horizontal and vertical integration requirements. In the following, three example scenarios are presented, applied to computational gene prediction.
Test Cases on Gene Prediction
The applicability of the integration schemas described above has been tested on the problem of predicting gene structures in eukaryotic genomes.
The identification of gene structures, lying among uncharacterized genomic regions in eukaryotes, is a well-known problem in the Bioinformatics field and several computational methods have been developed to automate or facilitate gene predictions based on similarity-based or ab-initio approaches [30] . Similaritybased or extrinsic methods exploit the evidence coming from databases of annotated ESTs/cDNA or protein sequences, and identify potential coding regions by their homology levels. Based on the type of similarity exploited, the homologies can be identified through various Web-based applications of BLAST alignment algorithms (BlastN, BlastP, BlastX, etc.).
Ab-initio or intrinsic approaches employ probabilistic methods to detect potential coding regions by identifying specific content sensors and signal-based features, upon which they build the most probable gene structure [31] . For instance, Fgenesh, Genscan, HMMgene, etc., implement ab-initio methods that generate gene assemblies by evaluating the highest-scoring coding segments and signals detected within the query sequence. The predictive power of these methods is bounded by the alternations in the structure of the predicted features. Although coding regions are highly conserved, the detection of the exact 5' and 3' end exons, as well as the actual splice junctions, appear to have considerable lower accuracy [30] . In human genome, for example, it is estimated that more than 35% of the identified genes are alternatively spliced giving more than one exon assemblies [32] .
Along with the ab-initio gene structure finders, additional evidence can be extracted by signal-specific detectors that implement various probabilistic methods to identify signal sites that regulate gene expression such as promoter regions, splice sites and poly-A signals [31] . FirstEF, NNPP, HCPolyA, and NetServer2 are examples of Web-based tools that end-up with a set of probable signal sites that, combined with ab-initio gene prediction methods, may help improve the overall predictive accuracy.
Each tool independently emerges significant variations in its predictive power, depending on the training models used and the configuration settings [33] . Newly appeared algorithms propose various refinements, mainly through combinations of multiple resources of evidence [34] . The basic idea is that associating intrinsic methods with the added-value offered by homology searches can help gain more reliable insights on the structural and compositional features that regulate gene expression in eukaryotic genomes.
In the following test cases, we address the gene annotation problem by considering three classes of tools, namely, extrinsic class (ExtC), intrinsic class (IntC) and signal-site class (SigC). Fig. 6 illustrates orchestration scenarios among instances of the aforementioned classes. The test cases were implemented by using tools like the aforementioned, for each analysis class. JADE was adopted as an agent construction and execution environment [35] . The ontologies that semantically describe the three analysis classes were developed in Protégé [36] .
Test Case 1
To illustrate the applicability of the Multiagent architecture described in section 3.1, a fixed set of instances, lets say ExtC i , IntC j and SigC k , is defined to automate the cascading tasks followed during the annotation of an unknown genomic sequence [21] . The processing steps involved in this procedure are: (a) perform a specific BLAST-based search (ExtC i ) to find evidence in databases of annotated sequences, (b) execute an ab-initio analysis tool (IntC j ) to predict the optimal gene assembly, in case of no homologies found in step (a), and (c) associate strong indications of a signal sensor (SigC k ).
In Fig. 6 , the nodes connected with thicker arcs are parts of the workflow W , where W ≡ ExtC i → IntC j → SigC k , according to (1) . Going through step (a), if the statistical significance of a match reported by ExtC i indicates a strong homology (Expect value below a predefined stringent threshold), then it is likely that the query sequence shares common features with the identified homologous. Otherwise, the IntC j tool is executed to detect a potential new gene structure assembly (step (b)). The extracted features along with their associated probabilities can be further assessed with the execution of SigC k , providing more in-depth insight on a specific signal appearing within the query sequence (step (c)).
Related to the architecture presented in section 3.1, for each tool an appropriate Wrapper Agent is constructed, and the logic according to which the tasks are conditionally cascaded is encapsulated in the reasoning scheme of the Broker Agent.
Test Case 2
A more sophisticated approach to deal with effective gene annotations is to dynamically handle requests and decide upon the most suitable tool, instead of relying on a fixed-closed instance group. The integration of functionally similar tools is illustrated in Fig. 6 , on a set of M ab-initio gene finders defined as instances of class IntC [25] . Following the mediation architecture in section 3.2, a domain ontology was constructed, to capture the specifications of the incorporated intrinsic tools, in terms of their capabilities and pre-conditions (input, output, configuration). The corresponding range definition and query statement are expressed in PAL (Protégé Axiom Language) [36] , as follows:
(defrange ?tool :FRAME AbInitioTool) (defrange ?spec :FRAME Organism)
Query Statement: (findall ?tool (exists ?spec (and (OrganismName ?spec ''Homo Sapiens'') (Organisms ?tool ?spec) (NoGenes ?tool (coerce-to-symbol ''Multiple'')) (Strand ?tool (coerce-to-symbol ''both'')) (>(SequenceLength ?tool) 30000)))) Related to the Multiagent architecture presented in 3.2, this query is compiled by the Knowledge-Base Wrapper Agent and applied to the corresponding Knowledge Base (Fig. 2) , in order to identify the tools that match the requested analysis. The matchmaking procedure is encapsulated in the reasoning scheme of the Broker Agent.
Test Case 3
Taking advantage of the modularity and scalability of the mediation architectures described in sections 3.1 and 3.2, a generalized integration schema was developed to illustrate the applicability of the architecture described in section 3.3. Given a set of instances, corresponding to ExtC, IntC and SigC classes, the scenario described in section 4.2 is extended to incorporate all stages of the workflow presented in section 4.1. In the particular setting, the matchmaking mechanism f i is iteratively applied as defined in (4), for all three classes of tools, resulting in a dynamically constructed workflow that extracts the optimal outcome, according to the specified requirements (Fig. 6) .
In this case, a Knowledge Base is constructed for each class, containing descriptions regarding tools' capabilities and pre-conditions [8] , similar to the one presented in section 4.2. Appropriate Wrapper Agents are assigned, for all tools. The overall workflow coordination is delegated to the Mediator Agent, which decomposes gene annotation queries and cooperates accordingly with the Broker Agents assigned to the classes. In this context, workflows are defined and executed, in the form of (Fig. 6) :
where Select denotes the matchmaking mechanism.
The emergence of high-throughput information acquisition in biological problems has directed research to knowledge extraction techniques. A wide range of computational tools has been developed for this purpose, most of them being publicly available over the Internet, aiming to accelerate biological analysis procedures. However, their diversity and heterogeneity, regarding functional characteristics and requirements of use, makes their utilization difficult at least for non-experienced users, and complicates manual computational workflows in which several tools have to be sequentially executed, in order to perform the desired analysis [25] . These characteristics result in the emergence of several integration techniques to facilitate transparent and advanced access to Bioinformatics analysis tools, aiming to hide the intrinsic complexities and regularities required, towards the envisioned knowledge discovery. Agent technology has gained wide interest as a potential solution to integration of Bioinformatics analysis tools, due to its underlying design conceptualization [2] . Specifically, the inherent attributes of the agent metaphor, such as autonomy, communication, coordination, as well as knowledge-sharing and reuse, provide significant advantages towards a flexible and applicable integration paradigm [4] . Especially, Multiagent Systems through workload distribution and cooperation [23] , comprise a modular and flexible approach for large-scale tools integration, and accordingly, workflow composition-execution.
In this paper, we presented an engineering methodology for agent-mediated integration of Bioinformatics tools. First, a horizontal integration scenario was addressed [19] , through a Multiagent architecture for workflow composition and enactment of a fixed set of analysis tools. The approach was based on a brokering mechanism, which coordinated a set of Wrapper Agents, each corresponding to a particular tool. In the second system, the focus was on semantic selection of tools from the same class (vertical integration). This was achieved by constructing a Knowledge Base of tools, which facilitated the matchmaking procedure among user preferences and tools' capabilities and pre-conditions.
Following the design principles of the aforementioned systems, a generalized Multiagent architecture was constructed, in order to address a more complex scenario, related to both horizontal and vertical integration. Specifically, automated workflow composition and execution was enabled, by dynamically and semantically integrating several analysis tools from different classes. In this case, the workflow was coordinated by a two-level mediation architecture. Through this engineering methodology, the modularity offered by the agent-based paradigm was indicated by extending/scaling the first two Multiagent Systems presented, to support the third, more complex integrated scenario. For each one of the systems presented, test cases were provided to illustrate their applicability and virtue, applied to the challenging task of predicting genes in eukaryotic genomes.
Due to the persistent interoperability concerns related to biological resources, significant interest has emerged in service-oriented approaches, such as Web Services [37] . These approaches enable a high level of automation in interaction with, and orchestration among analysis tasks. In the test cases presented, the Wrapper Agents' construction was based on screen-scrapping techniques, which are "sensitive" to updates or modifications. To overcome this issue, we currently focus on standardized and machine-readable resource descriptions, offered by service-oriented architectures. Particularly, we plan to adopt technologies such as OWL-S [38] , to formally describe capabilities and pre-conditions of services, and facilitate definition of service choreographies, associated with enriched semantics.
